
IN-ARENA 
The Rose Garden is one of the busiest arenas of its size in the world, and is ranked in the top 50 by Pollstar for arenas all 
over the world.  Digital messaging during Trail Blazers games, along with additional messaging opportunities during all 
Rose Garden events, allows our partners to reach an average of 1.6 million visitors to the facility each year.  Integration 
opportunities include: 
 

• PRINT/RIP CITY GAME DAY MAGAZINE:  As fans enter a sold out Rose Garden each night, they receive a 
complimentary copy of Rip City Game Day Magazine, allowing partners and fans additional time to connect.  
With the benefit of full- and half-page, four-color advertising placement available to our partners, the Trail 
Blazers’ in-house magazine is distributed to the first 10,000 fans each game night.   

• IN-BOWL SIGNAGE/360-DEGREE RING:  Each partner is able to promote his/her business through unique, 
dynamic and updatable messaging on the digital panels making up the 360-degree Ring. The signage is active 
during all Trail Blazers games (reaching more than 20,000+ fans per game). 

• IN-BOWL SIGNAGE/CENTER SCOREBOARD LOWER LED RING & CORNERS:  As the most prominent feature in the 
bowl of the Rose Garden arena, the scoreboard puts your message at the center of attention!  Dynamic 
messaging with multiple minute options and flexible, affordable change-out opportunities allow you to reach 
our fans with straight messaging, or to tie-in with an in-arena promotion. 

• IN-BOWL SIGNAGE/PRESS TABLE:  Utilization of the digital Press Table allows our partners to gain exceptional 
visibility throughout the Trail Blazers television network and also generates exposure in 30 major North 
American markets. 

• IN-BOWL SIGNAGE/STATS CENTRAL/HUSTLE BOARD/PLAYER INFORMATION BOARD/TIMEOUT BOARD:  Inside the 
seating bowl of the arena, several fixed backlit signs provide crucial information to our fans.  From Fast Break 
Points, Assists, Blocked Shots, individual player stats, and NBA scores around the league, thousands of pairs of 
eyes will be looking at the signage many times throughout the game. 

• CONCOURSE SIGNAGE:  Various backlit signage is available on all levels of the Rose Garden, providing our 
partners with continuous name awareness and brand identification at all Rose Garden events (which includes a 
minimum of 150+ events each year) and allows partners to target specific audiences. 

• DIGITAL IMPACT:  Showcasing our partners on more than 130 digital, flat screen televisions located at all Rose 
Garden concession stands, each partner receives rotating :15 video content displayed evenly between the 
pregame and third quarters of all Trail Blazers games.  Digital Impact is also featured for nearly every Rose 
Garden event, allowing partners to provide targeted messages to varying audiences and multiple message 
change-outs throughout the year. 

 
 
 
What this means to you:
Since we own our arena, this partnership can be much more than just “Trail Blazers.”  We can reach a variety of 
different demographic segments across the 150+ events that we host each year.  These opportunities include 
not only in-arena activation, but also a variety of retail activation vehicles that can be utilized year round. 


